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aspects of this test are quite easy, not as difficult as I thought.

Anyway, I may not get a high sore because I was very nervous. I’d

like to talk about it now in the following passages.(一) Listening

Version No. 23 Section I: There is a map at the beginning. You have

to tell where the robbing is taking place and where the car is waiting

for the two robbers. You have to choose A-D. and also some other

multiple choices to do, like what the woman did. Another question is

to choose Two. About what are in the bag. For this recording, this is

also a form for you to fill in, which is about the two robbers the older

one, and the younger one, their age their build, their color of hair,

and special character.Section II: The recording is a student talking

about his assignment which is about flight research. Brother Wright is

the focus but other flight pioneers are also mentioned to make the

comparison. Multiple choice and gap filling are the question forms,

like, the base of the research, the financial source etc.Section III: The

recording is an introduction to new students. How many students

are enrolled, how many nationalities the teachers are, and the services

which are available on the campus.Section IV: The recording is the

effect of trees and buildings on urban landscape. The trees can make

the city cooler, shady, humid. The buildings, the other way round,

make the city windy. The question type is gap-filling.This listening is

easier than the exercises we have done before given by JIAHUA



especial the section 4. Also the repetition of Listening Test on Dec. 9,

2000. (二) Reading Version No. 43 Section I: There are two passages

in this section. The first one is about your gas bill is overdue. You

have several ways to pay it, by bank, by mail order, or by cash

personally. The question type is True or False. The second is a form

concerning 4 fire distinguishers, which are represented by colors of

Red, Blue, Cream and Blank. Each type is used for certain types of

fire. The questions are 4 or 5 statements about fire. You have to

choose the colors which are suitable to distinguish this fire. Not only

1 can be chosen.Section II: The first passage is quite official language.

Its title is “Working Hours”. If you know flextime, you will

understand it better. The type of question is Allowed or Not

Allowed. Another passage of Section Two is titled “Travel

Information Agent”. No more than 3 words is the question type,

kind of a summary. It tells that different discounts can be given to

different tourists, like, if you buy return tickets, if you are less than 10

years, or if you are a tourist group. Also it talks about the refunding

system, how much you will get if you want to cancel the ticket. The

refunding is different at different time stage.Section III: Multiple

choices, Headings, True or False are all included in this part. It is

about skin cancer in Australia, not very hard to read, but difficult to

answer questions.Time was more than enough for me. I had 15

minutes left when I finished everything. (三) Writing Version No. 11

Task 2 In most part of the world, the volume of traffic is growing at

an alarming rate.In the form of an assignment, discuss about the

main traffic problems in your country, their causes and possible



solutions. This one is among the 15 topics that JIAHUA has laid

emphasis on (No 31). Task 1 is a reference letter for your friend to

work with foreign teenagers. Describe his or her character and why

you recommend her. I think, if you practice more writing before the

test, especial those topics that are given by JIAHUA, writing will not

be a big problem. (四) Speaking Speak clearly, slowly and don’t be

nervous. The examiner asked me my name, my family, educational

background. My work, Among these, he also asked what my

husband does, how I think I can do my job well.The Cue Card is

easy. I am looking for a part-time job, the examiner has some

information about it.The topic discussion is why immigration rather

than living in China, since China now has a lot of good opportunism

for talented personnel. Environment and climate, and education are

among the main factors, but this examiner always wants to know

more besides these. Quite disgusting! 100Test 下载频道开通，各

类考试题目直接下载。详细请访问 www.100test.com 


